Well defined sequences of non-uniform and uniform degradation steps are applied on several high quality bifacial p-i-n solar cells with different thicknesses of the intrinsic layer. This procedure allows one to separate interface and bulk effects in the degradation of a-Si:H solar cells, or more precisely to separate the influence of the modification of the internal electric field profile (due mainly to effect near the interface) from that of an increase in the deep defect density in the bulk; according to present data the latter is clearly responsible for the major part of a-Si:H cell degradation.
INTRODUCTION
One of the most important topics in the present research on a-Si:H concerns the problem of light-induced degradation of layers and of solar cells. In spite of many studies, it is still not clear which part of the cell (doped layers, interfaces, bulk of intrinsic layer) limit the stable efficiency. The problem is complicated by the fact that both internal field distribution as well as recombination centre profile control cell performance. Although a majority of the members of the a-Si:H community probably agrees with the opinion that light-induced degradation of solar cells is a bulk effect, and is due to an increase of the defect density within the whole of the intrinsic layer [l-31, but there are also some arguments in favour of an interface effect (at the p/i and n/i interfaces)
In a recent study [5] , we tried to separate interface and bulk effects of the degradation on the solar cell performance (open-voltage, short-circuit, fill-factor and efficiency) and, in particular, to check the significance of the internal field distribution for the saturated efficiency of the cell. In this context the following procedure was applied on cells of different thicknesses (0.5 to 2 pm): We degraded both sides of bifacial cells one after the other, using strongly absorbed light (at 450 nm, to deform the field) and then degraded them further using a uniformly absorbed light beam (at 650 nm). Measurements of the I-V curve, as well as of spectral response (SR) and of the internal field profile were performed before and after every degradation step. The deep defect density in the central part of the i-layer was monitored using a wavelength-dependent measurement of the p7 product by time-of-flight (TOF).
Although, in thick cells, saturated efficiencies were clearly controlled by the defect density created within the i-layer (see Fig. la) , the saturated efficiency of the 0.5 pm cell seems to be reached already after the
first degradation step, namely after a strong blue light soaking through the p-layer (see Fig. 1 b) . However, since the generation profile under blue light extends well outside the interface region for this 0.5 pm thick cell, a bulk effect for the degradation could not be ruled out by this experiment alone. One should also note that each degradation step was performed until a (near-) saturation of the cell performance could be observed.
To refine our analysis (for the 0. (1) blue light soaking from the front (through the p-layer), blue light soaking from the back (through the n-layer) and then red light soaking (through the p-layer) (2) blue light soaking from the back, blue light soaking from the front and then red light soaking (3) red light soaking, blue light soaking from the frontand then blue light soaking from the back To achieve a better discrimination between the effect of the red and blue light degradation, the degradation doses (for each step) were kept much lower than in the preceding experiment [5] . Cell performance was recorded in-situ during each degradation step, as well as between the degradation steps in a solar cell simulator. Spectral response measurements were also performed to further analyse the evolution of the collection after each steps. Sequence ( I ) , (2) and (3) were then compared to each other in order to determine the most harmful step for the degradation of the solar cell efficiency. Normalized efficiencv of a 0.5 um thick bifacial cell (sample C100194) characterized in a solar simulator, with a front (a) and back (b) light exposure, after each step in three different sequences, composed each of three degradation steps. The same lightsoaking time (100 hours) as well as the same light intensity were maintained for each individual step.
EXPERIMENTAL
All cells used in this study were deposited with the VHF-GD technique described elsewhere [6] . The structure used consists of: a glass substrate coated with TCO, a 120 A thick p-window layer, a 60 A thick buffer layer, an approximately 0.5 pm thick i-layer and a 300 A thick n-layers. A thick layer of IT0 was employed to provide transparent back contact. The doped and intrinsic layers were deposited at a plasma excitation frequency of 70 MHz; the deposition rate for the i-layer was 5 As-'.
The cells were annealed at 180 "C for 5 hours before every degradation sequence and then characterized on each side with I-V measurements, on a double source Wacon solar simulator (under 100 mWcm-2), and by determining spectral response at differe nt bias voltages, with and without bias light (50 mWcm-2 white light). The initial efficiencies of the cells were between 8 and 8.5 %; these values were found to be lower than those of corresponding conventional cells because of the bifacial design (poor I T 0 reflectance properties). For these light-soaking experiments, a 2000 W halogen lamp was used, filtered with a water filter and with interference filters with 50 nm bandwidth; wavelengths were 450 nm (75 mWcm-*) for the blue light and 650 nm (170 mWcm-2) for the red light degradation. Each individual degradation step was carried out for 100 hours.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Three different sequences of degradation steps were applied on two different 0.5 pm thick diodes. The evolution of the normalized (to the initial annealed) efficiency is given on figures 2a and 3. As we can see, red light soaking of the cell (indicated with an arrow) is much more damaging than the other steps. Taking into account the fact that generation rate for red light was much smaller in the interface regions than for blue light, and that most of the recombination (under red light) occurs in the central part of the i-layer, we can easily conclude that creation of deep defects within the i-layer (far from the interfaces) critically control the cell efficiency. The same picture is observed when characterizing the cell under back-side illumination (see Fig. 2b and 3b) . Characterization of the cell performance under front or back illumination is (qualitatively) equivalent. Any degradation step affects, at the same time, the cell performances for front and back illumination, even though the latter is quantitatively more affected. Thus, the final state of the cell is approximately given by the one reached after the red light degradation step. However, as we can observe on figures 2a and 3a, further back side degradation with blue light, slightly improves the cell performance (this fact is also observed on an in-situ recording of the degradation). This effect is related to an enhancement of the field close to the n/i interface, which improves hole collection, as is confirmed by spectral response measurement: Blue light soaking of the back-side of a red light soaked cell enhanced the red response for front illumination as well as the blue response for back illumination (see Fig. 4 ). Note, that blue light soaking of the back-side is only beneficial when done after the red light soaking.
Decrease of the performance during any degradation step is related to a decrease of both shortcircuit current Isc and fill-factor FF. However, in-situ recording of the I-V characteristics shows that FF drops faster than Isc at the beginning of every step. The origin of this difference remains so far unknown.
Another interesting result of this study is the fact that the final behaviour of the cell does (almost) not depend on the degradation history, but rather on the accumulated time of light-soaking at the most damaging wavelength.
Spectral response measurements after each degradation step (see Figs. 4 and 5) are consistent with the I-V characteristics. The final state of the cell is obtained after the red light soaking step, independently of the previous degradation steps; responses of the cell after the first degradation step differ considerably from each other depending on the wavelength and the direction (front or back) of the light soaking used for that step. Fig. 4 offers a good illustration of the effect of "interface degradation" (by blue light soaking from both sides) as compared with "bulk degradation" (by red light soaking). The drop of the spectral response seen after the blue light soaking from both sides occurs for the full range of wavelengths and can be attributed to the reduction of the internal field (in the central part of the i-layer), whose profile becomes close to its final form and value after the red light soaking [5] (see [7] for details about the internal field measurement technique).
One should note that spectral response measurement must be performed with bias light in order to be compared with cell I-V characteristics. Spectral response curves measured without bias light (see Fig. 6) are determined by the internal field profile of the cell in the dark (see also Ref. [8] ). The response without bias light always shows a strong decrease in the blue, even if the actual deterioration in the operating solar cell is in the red light region (compare Figs. 4a and 6 ). This can lead to a misinterpretation of the spectral response data, and is one of the reasons which lead some researchers to locate the part of the cell controlling the stable efficiency in the interfaces regions. On the other hand, as the internal field profile of the cell directly depends on the defect density in the i-layers, the spectral response in the dark is a good indicator of the degradation stage and can e.g. be used to verify the fully annealed state of the cell. 
CONCLUSIONS
From extensive characterisation of bifacial a-Si:H solar cells after well defined sequences of degradation steps using alternatively both strongly absorbed and uniformly absorbed light, the authors were able to demonstrate the following points:
1) The stable efficiency of a-Si:H solar cells is controlled mainly by an increase of the deep defect density in the bulk of the i-layer, far from the interface region. This statement remains valid for cell thicknesses down to 0.5 IJ-m. The interfaces regions may thereby yet play a marginal role.
2) No history effect was observed. The final state of the cell is given by the accumulated time of degradation at the most damaging wavelength (i.e. the wavelength at which the generation of defects far from the interfaces is the most efficient).
3) Combining spectral response measurements (with bias light) with illumination from both front and back side helps one to interpret the cell behaviour. Spectral response without bias light does not reflect the situation of an operating cell.
